
Welcome to ReSET
This Site Manager user guide will introduce you to
the ReSET process and how to use the tool itself.

ReSET 
Introduction 

for Site Managers 



What is ReSET?
ReSET is a web-based program that helps Employers and Employees improve
internal communications and foster a positive environment that promotes
employee retention and success. 

ReSET provides your supervisory team with a centralized location to document
the soft skill abilities of Employees and start conversations that improve both
individual and team performance. 

Some of the most common uses for ReSET include:

Creating a common language for discussing soft skills
performance expectations;

Recording observations on Employee soft skills performance;

Providing a vehicle for Employee self-survey of the soft skills
selected by their Employer;

Facilitating the survey of, and consensus on, Employee soft skill
development;

Providing an effective way of initiating discussion on
Employee soft skill performance;

Monitoring progress towards target soft skill development levels;

Tracking progress towards soft skill attainment
over the length of the program;

Providing quantitative data that may be used to assess a
program’s effectiveness
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What are Soft Skills?
Sometimes called social skills or people skills, soft skills help Employees
interact positively with co-workers, supervisors, and customers. Soft skills are
important to future career success and overall business success and include
things like confidence, teamwork, time management, and attitude. 

Employers may not always express their expectations for soft skills success as
clearly as they do for the technical aspects of a job. This can lead to confusion
about what success looks like. ReSET helps reduce those potential
misunderstandings with clear definitions and examples for each soft skill the
Employer has chosen to prioritize

ReSET typically involves a combination of the following roles:

Who is involved in ReSET?

Employees 
are the staff
members
involved in your
program.

Supervisors are the
eyes and ears of the
organization. They are
responsible for
observing Employee
behavior, completing
Supervisor surveys,
and providing
feedback in ReSET. 

Site Managers 
are the program
administrators from
your organization who
are involved in the
setup of ReSET and its
ongoing management. 

A ReSET Consultant, who
works with the Site Manager
to support implementation
of your ReSET program,
troubleshoot problems, and
assist in identifying and
supporting performance
improvement interventions.
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ReSET emphasizes soft skills performance as an essential part of your
operations. While program details are customized by the organization, all
ReSET programs revolve around observations, communication, and soft skills
performance improvement.

How does ReSET work?

Observations
ReSET asks Supervisors to observe team members in their
current roles and note on-the-job soft skill performance. 
 Supervisors will track their observations for each
employee in ReSET and use that information to complete
a survey on each employee’s soft skill performance. 

Communication
ReSET provides Supervisors and Employees with a
structured setting to complete self-assessments, review
notes, and start a conversation about soft skills
performance. Both Employees and Supervisors will
complete surveys regarding the Employee’s soft skills
performance. Those results will be compared to see if
gaps in soft skill performance perceptions exist between
the Employee and Supervisor. From there, Supervisors
will work with Employees to close those gaps through
training or other interventions. 

Soft Skill Performance Improvement
Soft skills are defined and examples are provided so
Employees and Supervisors share a common
understanding of what success looks like. Once a common
understanding of what is expected is established,
Supervisors and Employees can work together to address
areas where Employees require additional support to
achieve expectations for soft skills performance in the
workplace. 
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Working with your ReSET Consultant, the
Site Manager will define the program
parameters for the organization. ReSET
provides the flexibility to run multiple
programs at the same time, so you are
able to set up concurrent programs with
different parameters for individual
teams, specific departments, or the
organization as a whole. The choices you
make at this stage of ReSET will
determine the content of future surveys
for Employees and their Supervisors.

When setting up each ReSET program,
the Site Manager is responsible for
selecting the soft skills your organization
has decided to prioritize from the
available options. The Site Manager also
creates accounts for Employees and
Supervisors, and is responsible for
training both groups on how to use the
system. Site Managers also help team
members navigate the platform and
troubleshoot any issues that may arise
while completing their surveys.

Setting up a
ReSET program
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Roles and Responsibilities
Along with a ReSET consultant, the three main roles in ReSET are: Site Manager,
Supervisor, and Employee. The following chart outlines the responsibilities of each
role as part of a ReSET program.

Designing a ReSET program (or programs)
Choosing which soft skills will be included
Setting up Employee and Supervisor accounts 
Selecting Timepoints for surveys
Introducing Employees and Supervisors to ReSET
Gaining buy-in for the ReSET program from Employees and Supervisors 
Supporting Employees and Supervisors when using ReSET
Building a workplace culture that supports and champions soft skills performance
achievements 

Site Manager Responsiblities

Supervisor

Reviewing soft skill definitions and exemplars provided for the soft skills included
in the ReSET program 
Recording notes on observed Employee behaviour in the Rapid Notes section,
based on the definitions and exemplars included for each skill.
Completing Supervisor surveys using Rapid Notes to inform ratings
Conducting consensus meetings with other Supervisors to determine course of
action for Employees requiring support or intervention (as required)
Addressing any biases that may have influenced Supervisor survey scores
Conducting Supervisor-Employee Debriefs to go through Self-survey and Supervisor
survey results
Providing concrete examples of observed behaviours to Employees, both as part of
debriefs and at the time of observation (if required)
Developing actions plans, with Employee input, for addressing areas where an
Employee requires improvement
Creating an environment that supports Employees as they improve their soft skill
performance
Monitoring progress towards established goals
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Roles and Responsibilities
Along with a ReSET consultant, the three main roles in ReSET are: Site Manager,
Supervisor, and Employee. The following chart outlines the responsibilities of each
role as part of a ReSET program.

Reviewing soft skill definitions and exemplars provided for the soft skills included
in the ReSET program 
Completing surveys by the deadline set by the Site Manager
Participating in the Supervisor-Employee Debrief to review the results of their
Self-survey and the Supervisor survey
Maintaining a positive attitude towards learning and improving their soft skill
performance

Employee Responsiblities

Supervisor
Works with Site Manager to develop the ReSET program
Guides the Site Manager through the set-up process and supports the Site Manager
through the ReSET program
Assists in identifying and supporting performance improvement interventions
Troubleshoots technical issues 

 (continued)
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ReSET includes thirteen soft skills that can be customized for each
organization. A ReSET program will include some or all of the following:

Soft skills options in ReSET

Accountability

Motivation

Adaptability 

Attitude  

Collaboration

Confidence

Communication

Creativity & Innovation

Presentation

 Problem Solving

Stress Management

Time Management

ReSET includes definitions and examples of expectations for each skill your
organization has prioritized. By providing clear definitions and examples of
what success looks like in each of these categories, Employees will gain a
better understanding of what is expected from their soft skills performance.
This should help the Employee improve in areas where perception gaps exist,
as the criteria for success are clearly spelled out. 

Roles and Responsibilities
Timepoints are hard deadlines by which self-surveys and Supervisor surveys
need to be completed. They are assigned by the Site Manager, who decides
when surveys will be scheduled, how long they will be open, and how often
they will repeat. These decisions should reflect the priorities of your
organization and how you intend to use ReSET. 

Once scheduled, Employees and/or Supervisors will be prompted to complete
the survey assigned to them. Timepoints must be completed before the next
one can be created.
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Surveys
ReSET includes two kinds of surveys: self-surveys for Employees and
Supervisor surveys for their Supervisors. Surveys reflect the skills your
organization chose to prioritize in the design phase of your ReSET program and
are administered according to the timing you decided on in the design phase. 

Survey results form the basis of Employee Debriefs. They help illustrate areas
in which there is agreement between the Employee and their Supervisor on the
Employee’s soft skill performance, and where there are gaps in perception. The
Supervisor surveys should be informed by observations that have been made
in the Rapid Notes section and shared with the Employee, so their scores do
not seem arbitrary. 

Consensus Meetings 
If an Employee reports to more than one Supervisor it is advised to schedule a
Consensus Meeting with all of their Supervisors to review scores from the
Supervisor survey and the Employee self-survey. This allows Supervisors to
share insights and observations and gain a better understanding of the
individual before deciding on a course of action. 

Supervisor-Employee Debriefs 
While Supervisors should meet with Employees on a regular basis, the ReSET
process calls for a debrief at the end of each ReSET survey cycle. The debrief
leverages the survey scores and plots to create actionable plans for
Employees. During the debrief, Employees will have the opportunity to
consider their evaluation, explore what can be learned from the findings, and
jointly arrive at a personal plan of action with their Supervisor.
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Introducing
Employees to ReSET
Once you have set up your ReSET program (or
programs), it is time to introduce Employees
and Supervisors to ReSET. Employees need to
be briefed on the purpose of ReSET and the
role it will play in helping to improve their soft
skill competency. You should also provide an
overview of the ReSET process as part of this
briefing. 

To build buy-in, Employees will need to have a
clear understanding of the goals and process
involved in ReSET so they do not interpret the
program or process as demeaning or critical. 

Supporting Employees
using ReSET 

It is the Site Manager that will provide support
to Employees and Supervisors while they are
using the ReSET platform. This can include
troubleshooting problems, explaining
concepts, or managing time to allow for
completion of surveys. Should you encounter
technical issues that you are unable to
resolve, please contact your ReSET consultant
for additional support.
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Additional Considerations 
Whether you are launching a new program or building on an existing
one, here are some things to consider as part of your program setup:

How will you train Supervisors on the new skills and process?

How will you determine program titles and skills?

Will you need separate programs for different site locations?

Will your Site Manager need admin support?

What survey frequency or survey dates do you want?

Can you give Supervisors more time to do the new work?

How will consensus and planning meetings be run?

Can you avoid duplication of functions if possible?

How will you include soft skill development in the work environment? 

What if I have questions?
If you have additional questions about ReSET, please contact your
ReSET Consultant.


